How many of these Crew players can you unscramble?

1. AZYALNERA  
2. SZDAER  
3. GROMOWOR  
4. ZNEJMEI  
5. HASNME  
6. GENAB  
7. TRUAR  
8. OTSNAS

**ANSWERS:** 1. ZELARAYAN 2. ZARDES 3. WORMGOOR 4. JIMENEZ 5. MENSAH 6. NAGBE 7. ARTUR 8. SANTOS

---

Design and color cleats for your favorite Crew players!
LUCAS’ GAME WINNER

Guide Lucas through the maze to score the game-winning goal!

START

ZELARAYÁN

FINISH

#InThisTogetherOhio
Connect the dots to complete the MLS badge and color it in!
Can you spot 10 differences between the pictures?